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the secondary school course built upon the literary academic studies, the training of
teachers for such studies should be provided in universities. Elementary school teach-
ing, based upon the vernaculars, required no such higher instruction. Primary school
teachers therefore, needed only a minimum of training beyond primary school itself.
Indeed it was not usually possible to transfer to a secondary school after one had
attended or even completed a primary teacher-training course. The presumption was
widely held that the most able students would be selected for secondary schools, while
the less able would go to teacher-training "colleges." This pattern was another sign of
their inferiority.
So it was that elementary schools came to be considered of lower quality than
secondary schools, not simply the first rungs of an integrated system that was
expected to lead upward to secondary education. How natural therefore for the
imperial governments, hard pressed for allocation of their colonial funds, to leave the
training of primary school teachers to the missions, who were reasonably glad to
accept the responsibility, for it enabled them to guide the training of their teachers for
their schools. It was only after World War I that governments began to turn their
attention to teacher training of Africans for the new government schools they began to
establish. But advantageous as that was, a teacher-training college often led simply to a
professional dead end, because it could not lead to a university or to a university
degree, which was the recognized passport to secondary school teaching and other
higher professions.
Thus it was that in English-speaking Africa the elementary education system
came to be considered "African" while the secondary school system came to be
"European" staffed largely by expatriates from Britain. The academic distinctions of
superior and inferior, which were acknowledged at home to be a matter of class and
intellectual differences, when transferred to Africa inevitably took on subtle connota-
tions of racial superiority and inferiority, as well as intellectual. A system that severely
limited secondary education to a relatively few at home naturally came to be looked
upon as suitable only for a minute fraction of Africans. When it is recalled that the
principal purpose of a secondary school was to act as a kind of selection process for
admission to a university, the fraction became still tinier. Aside from Fourah Bay
College in Freetown, Sierra Leone, the beginnings of higher institutions in British and
French areas of Africa can largely be dated from the 1920s, when Achimota was
established near Accra in Ghana, Makerere in Kampala, Uganda, and Ecole Normale
William Ponty near Dakar.
A small stream of African students also began to go to the metropolitan
countries for higher education in the 1920s. But the stream was thin indeed. Even as
late as 1960 UNESCO figures estimated that the percentage of the twenty- to
twenty-four-year-old population in the countries of Middle Africa enrolled in institu-
tions of higher education in Africa and abroad averaged 0.2 percent. This ranged from
.09 percent for Mali and Mauretania to 1.6 percent for Zanzibar and Mauritius. The
average percentage enrolled in institutions in Africa alone represented only 0.1 percent
of the relevant age group.23 For comparison, the approximate figure for Britain and
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